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Abstract (Artist Statement)
My work as a post-media painter-projectionist is driven by sunshine, software, and
subversion of longstanding systems of oppression. I design immersive experiences to
challenge audiences towards a culture I hope to be more inclusive, curious, and
open-minded. In my third site-specific installation, the environment of ‘The Pleasures
Gain Intensity When Fewer and Far Between’ is created with multi-channel video, 3D
animation, projection-mapping, and carpet—inhabited by 16 fleshly lbs of silicone soft
sculpture.
At the crossroads of self-portraiture, social commentary, and soul regurgitation,
documenting bodily reactions of fear at the threat of consumer-grade fascism, the piece
attempts to reconcile shame, guilt, and privilege in the experience of the American
female. Commodification of gender is juxtaposed with the absurd; a disorienting
audiovisual-tactile environment of charged textures and highly palpable objects riled
with impalpable attraction immerses viewers and forcibly eliminates the onlooker
experience.
Politics-driven narrative aside, technical design both involved the hardware
considerations of ceiling-mounted dual projectors, wired electrical and communication
networks, and blackout lighting control, as well as explored software processing of 3D
animation, motion graphics, video art, digital compositing, and audiovisual analysis.
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II. Introduction
A. Medium: “Taking VR out of the Headset”
Today’s cutting-edge projection mapping technology holds vast potential in both
shaping audience perspectives and artistic exploration. It transformatively makes use of
the spaces and everyday objects around us and challenges our minds to imagine the
unconventional. I had the immense fortune to experience this effect firsthand, spending
time in the Bushwick studio of Mojo Video Tech Inc., operated by Brooklyn visual artist
Mark Alan Johnson a.k.a. Doctor Mojo.
Armed with the power of VDMX software to tailor digital installations to a space, I
created an immersive virtual experience, with site-specific content control, artwork
composited and animated in Adobe After Effects, sound designed in Adobe Audition.
Command of 3D-modelling software Cinema 4D allowed me to both visualize the
installation prototype and its narrative as original animation graphics. Effective, skillful
synthesis of these technologies and media allowed me to illuminate this intersection of
the digital world and the real world.
A 3,000 lumen dual-projector, 360°-mapped, HD-resolution, video projection setup
created t he i llusion of 9-channel immersive video. The 3D animation content is siphoned
through VDMX software operating on a Macbook Pro. The fully immersive installation
highlights the Feigenbaum center’s existing interior architecture, utilizing as projection
surfaces: 3 adjacent walls, the floor, and wall-mounted sculpture.
B. Narrative: Absurdity with Self-Preservative Agenda
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Multi-channel video projection breathes life and unease into the bizarre setting of
‘The Pleasures Gain Intensity When Fewer and Far Between.’ With sensibilities of post-pop
surrealist found object collage, a construction of kitsch functions as a dwelling for
uncannily organic silicone sculptures. Consideration of set design as projection surface
for eerie films collectively conveys the complete alienation I felt with the capitalist-fascist
manifestation of the American Dream.
A continuation of themes from my last installation “Gaslighting” (spotlighting the
pressures to participate in a material, consumerist cycle that shortchanges women with 77
cents on the dollar and undermines us with gender commodification), my thesis project
develops on marginalization amplified by political upheaval. As we watched the violent
rhetoric sling, my innards curdled, and I glutted in the artistic opportunity to document our
entry into the Trump era. Arriving at the door of adulthood when the rhetoric of our time
was an overflow of misogyny,1 entitlement,2, 3 consumerist excess,4 petty
small-mindedness,5, 6 and intolerance,7 I needed an outlet of self-preservation to process
the inundation of peak “otherness”. Galvanized by the disparity of access constructed by

Beckie Strum, “Trump: Megyn Kelly had ‘blood coming out of her wherever’”, New York Post, A
 ugust 8,
2015, http://nyp.st/1KVsIc1
2
“Donald Trump: Mexico will pay for wall, ‘100%’”, BBC News, S
 eptember 1, 2016,
http://www.bbc.com/news/election-us-2016-37241284
3
Jessica Taylor, “‘You Can Do Anything’: In Tape,Trump Brags About Kissing, Groping Women”, NPR,
October 7, 2016,
http://www.npr.org/2016/10/07/497087141/donald-trump-caught-on-tape-making-vulgar-remarks-about-wom
en
4
Jim Zarroli, “Kellyanne Conway Urges Americans to Buy Ivanka Trump’s Products”, NPR, F
 ebruary 9,
2017, https://n.pr/2lv79Zc
5
John Wildermuth, “Trump’s ‘I told you so’ moment: how massacre changes campaign”, SF Gate, June 12,
2016, http://www.sfgate.com/crime/article/Trump-s-I-told-you-so-moment-How-8089388.php
6
Greg Krieg, “Donald Trump defends size of his penis”, CNN, March 4, 2016 http://cnn.it/1RM59G2
7
William Bianco and Edan Gomez, “Forget Trump’s complaints about sanctuary cities. Most communities
are actually helping enforce immigration laws”, Washington Post, June 2, 2017,
http://wapo.st/2qMwhMl?tid=ss_tw-bottom&utm_term=.88598b36ff40
1
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capitalist establishments charged with racist, sexist, heteronormative overtures, my sense
of enemy grew—from commodification of the female gender, to commodification of
fundamental, human societal needs of education8 and healthcare9.
This installation invited audiences into a reality inhabited by anxieties of
disillusionment, shame, guilt, and privilege—feelings that they may or may not interface
with on a daily basis, but that are at the forefront of my personal perspective. The project
functions as a visual investigation of a female POC’s creative freedom as defense, against
the oppressive agenda of conservative conformity perpetrated by white nationalism.10, 11, 12,
13

Fascinatingly diverse behavioural adaptations in the animal kingdom ward off predation:

from nocturnality, to phagomimicry, to aposematic (defense coloration warning—or
mimicry of warnings of unpleasantness) and deimatic (predator-startling) displays, to
defensive regurgitation14. If evolution favors creative diversion tactics, ‘The Pleasures Gain
Intensity When Fewer and Far Between’ accordingly finds no shortage of inspiration.

Alia Wong, “Trump’s Education Budget Takes Aim at the Working Class”, The Atlantic, M
 ay 23, 2017,
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/05/trumps-education-budget-takes-aim-at-the-working-cl
ass/527718/?utm_source=twb
9
Jen Christensen, “Trump’s budget cuts children’s health insurance program”, CNN, May 24, 2017,
http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/24/health/chip-health-care-cuts-trump-budget/index.html
10
Sara Ganim, Chris Welch, and Nathan Meyerson, “A resurgence of white nationalism: Hate groups spiked
in 2016”, CNN, February 16, 2017, http://cnn.it/1RM59G2
11
Attorney General Jeff Sessions in 2015: “In seven years we’ll have the highest percentage of Americans,
non-native born, since the founding of the republic. Some people think we’ve always had these numbers,
and it’s not so; it’s very unusual; it’s a radical change. When the numbers reached about this high in 1924,
the president and Congress changed the policy, and it slowed down immigration significantly. We then
assimilated through 1965 and created really the solid middle class of America, with assimilated immigrants,
and it was good for America.”
Jamelle Bouie, Slate, February 6, 2017.
12
Amanda Taub, “‘White Nationalism’, Explained”, The New York Times, N
 ovember 21, 2016,
https://nyti.ms/2jMRvtN
13
Amna Nawaz, “'People like you': White nationalist Jared Taylor to Muslim-American journalist”, ABC News,
March 21, 2017, http://abcn.ws/2nidj2e
14
John Warham, "The Incidence, Functions and Ecological Significance of Petrel Stomach Oils", New Zealand
Ecological Society, 24: 84–93, 1977.
8
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III. Background
A. Research & Development:
“Angiosperm Dreams” Independent Study Mapping Exercise and Workflow Development
My architectural projection-mapping project for the Visual Union homecoming art
show challenged me to work large-scale and enhance the structural elements of the
new Feigenbaum Center. Through my fall-term independent study with Prof. Orellana, I
refined my realtime mapping techniques and streamlined my workflow in multi-output
softwares for video art production and new media content creation. Effective pathways
of synthesis I established involved Adobe Capture to Illustrator (with the stylus tool on
my Windows tablet, I was able to precisely mask and map the building’s arches live on
the projection), to Photoshop and After Effects for editing and composition, to Premiere
for export and integration with sound design in Audition, to VDMX for live compositing
and audiovisual analysis.
I interviewed and green-screened department students discussing their personal
connection to their respective artwork, animated behind them in a 36’ x 64’ scaled video
projection showcasing Digital Arts at Union.15 I followed this introduction with
Angiosperm Dreams, an audiovisual production marrying my interests in biology and
visual arts as an ID major, to celebrate nature’s biodiversity of sexuality. Storytelling the
transition from asexual life in the sea, a
 s the diversification of life on land was
dependent on the advent of hermaphroditic flowering, fruit-bearing plants, the 20-minute

15

Kelly Xi, “Digital Arts Union”, single channel video, October 2016, https://vimeo.com/189620603
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audiovisual performance set subverted the social construct of heteronormativity as
biological norm.16

16

In addition to the cnidaria (hydra, jellyfish, and sea anemones), select echinodermata (sea stars and sea
cucumbers), fragmenting annelids, and parthenogenetic daphnia, insects, sharks, fish, amphibians, and
squamata reptiles (lizards and snakes) that would follow—the oldest known animals, Rangeomorpha of the
Ediacaran fauna and dated to 565 million years ago, reproduced asexually (E.G. Mitchell, C.G. Kenchington,
A.G. Liu, J.J. Matthews, and N.J. Butterfield, “Reconstructing the reproductive mode of an Ediacaran
macro-organism”, Nature, 525, 343-46, 2015.).
Asexual reproduction continued to dominate the Cambrian oceans and with the first land plants of the
Ordovician and Silurian, which were spore-producing. Hermaphroditic angiosperms changed the
seed-bearing plant game 125 million years ago, adapting flowering, fruit-bearing, and co-evolutionary
symbiotic relationships with animals [Behrensmeyer, Anna K., Damuth, J.D., DiMichele, W.A., Potts, R., Sues,
H.D. & Wing, S.L. (eds.). 1992. Terrestrial Ecosystems through Time: the Evolutionary Paleoecology of Terrestrial
Plants and Animals, (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press), p 349].
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Figures 1a-c. Stills from Angiosperm Dreams a
 nd D
 igital Arts Union. Single-channel video
projection and documentary short. October 2017.

My entry to the projection-mapping world was first sparked in the final project for
Prof. Orellana’s Intro Digital Art course, in which I filled the Olin interdisciplinary suite
with the audiovisual sculptural installation G
 utsy. Followups included the video art piece
Personhood—w
 ith locker rooms and the female form as projection surfaces—and
Gaslighting, on engendered consumption and socioeconomically-conditioned female
commodification, both created for Real and Recorded Time.17 The latter was my first
interface with VDMX software, in a double-projector 3D-mapping of multiple sculptural
surfaces to create the illusion of 12-channel video.18

Kelly Xi, “ Personhood”, single channel video projection, 3D animation, oil on canvas, May 2016,
http://www.xi-creative.com/personhood
18
Kelly Xi, “ Gaslighting”, 12-channel video projection-installation, foam insulation board, lampshades. 20 x 10
x 8 ft. June 2016, http://www.xi-creative.com/gaslighting
17
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Figures 2a-d. I nstallation views of G
 aslighting demonstrating 3D projection-mapping technique in
VDMX software. 12-channel video projection, live audiovisual performance, foam sculpture,
lampshades.
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Figure 3. Installation view of Personhood p
 roduced for the 2017 Steinmetz Symposium exhibit.

B. Contemporary New Media Art Resources:
While my personal research in new media is very much hands-on experimental
and digital lab-intensive tinkering, I continue to be inspired by the high-profile works
from both the technical industry and the contemporary art arena—i n the broadest sense
unconfined by media; my vision is most influenced by contemporary painters, in the
succession of a progressive art historical connection. A strong influence is the
vivacious color of the abstract expressionist lineage from Joan Mitchell to Cecily
Brown—b
 ut more so Nicole Eisenman’s paintings. Her figurative abstraction is laden
with narrative and personality brought out by diverse paint-handling, populated with
characters (à la a Pieter Bruegal the Elder painting)—dripping with both art historical
references and critical social commentary. The paintings are poignant narratives in
which weight and color take preeminence, harkening Philip Guston in some instances,
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exuding German Expressionist influence in others, and retaining the compositional
complexity and command of perspective of the Masters like Andrea Mantegna19.

Figure 4. Nicole Eisenman, T
 he Triumph of Poverty (2009), oil on canvas, 65 × 82 in.

Roberta Smith,“Nicole Eisenman, Fluidly Merging Past, Present and Future”, The New York Times, June
2, 2016, https://nyti.ms/2oaIXP4
19
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Figure 5. Elizabeth Glaessner, Tree Crucifixion (2014), water dispersed pigment, acrylic, urethane
and oil on stretched paper, 64 × 44 in.

From the charged paint-handling of contemporaries Elizabeth Glaessner, Doron
Langberg, and—with the viscerality of Francis Bacon—Adrian Ghenie, I culled the value
of intensity. Their boldly unabashed, at-times aggressive, and authentic expression
demonstrated to me fear of vulnerability is never rewarded. I also became fascinated
with figurative abstraction from the object-oriented perspective, letting narrative subtly
take a back seat to painstaking consideration of colored lighting and interplay of
material properties. I worship the works of Sascha Braunig and Jeremy Olson for their
visually curious, subtle subversion and restraint. In this vicinity, I find the melding point
of painting and sculpture, as I imagine encountered by De Chirico in playing with scale
and the metaphysical arrangement of objects, and the surrealists that followed.

14

Figure 6. Sascha Braunig, Free Peel (2017), oil on linen over panel, 30 × 22 in.

Figures 7a-b. J
 eremy Olson, F
 ish Trap (2014), 16 x 12 in, and N
 ot the Kind (2012), 16 x 16 in, oil on panel.

Among my strongest contemporary art influences, Alex Da Corte began his
career as a painter-printmaker before extending his genius to video art, collage,
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sculpture, and installation. His art direction, eye for the uncanny, and playful interest in
material, explores boundaries unfathomed by pop surrealist influences like Claes
Oldenburg because of the immersive, environmental dimensionality augmented by new
media technology. With expert synthesis, Da Corte designs alternate realities (which
inevitably speak so much about the reality we experience). He coaxes you into a space
that is not easy to get out of. All parameters are considered. The strength of his
sensibility for color and composition shines in the 4-channel video projection
installation E
 asternsports.20 Minimalistically costumed characters and their existential
subtitled musings mosey between video channel walls; shiny patterned linoleum reflect
neon light fixtures, and plastic oranges lay scattered on plush, colored carpet. Da
Corte’s survey on view at MASS MoCA introduced potential in variables I had never
before considered in art practice.
While new media works continues to present a challenge of display to art world
institutions, it is heartening to see a growing trend in its representation this 2017
season. This year’s Whitney Biennial featured more projectors than I had ever seen in
one setting, including in Anicka Yi’s Hugo Boss Prize-winning 3D video installation
Flavor Genome.21 I fervently believe Pipilotti Rist’s multimedia immersive installation
takeover o
 f the New Museum in Pixel Forest b
 est presented her three decades of bold,
unself-conscious video work.22

Brian Droitcour, “Alex Da Corte and Jayson Musson”, Art in America, February 20, 2015,
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/alex-da-corte-and-jayson-musson/
21
Alice Gregory, “Anicka Yi is Inventing a New Kind of Conceptual Art”, The New York Times, February 14,
2017, https://nyti.ms/2lM5Vc9
22
"Pipilotti Rist: Pixel Forest." Pipilotti Rist: Pixel Forest :: New Museum. New Museum, Oct 26, 2016. Web.
Jan 22, 2017, http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/pipilotti-rist-pixel-forest
20
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Figure 8. E
 asternsports by Alex Da Corte and Jayson Musson, April 2016-Jan 2017 via MASS MoCA.

Figure 9. Mercy Garden by Pipilotti Rist, Oct 2016-Jan 2017 via New Museum.

On the side of technical execution, I’ve taken cues from San Francisco creative
studio Obscura Digital. In Emergence, p
 rojection-mapped on the Exploratorium Museum
of Science, Art, and Human Perception, an eye-opening lightshow connected audiences to
the wonders and curiosities of the natural world.23 Obscura’s industry-leading equipment

23

Nathan Reese, “Obscura Digital's Massive Projection Series Turns San Francisco's Exploratorium Into A Technicolor
Canvas”, The Creators Project, A
 pril 29, 2013,
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/obscura-digitals-massive-projection-series-turns-san-franciscos-exploratorium-i
nto-a-technicolor-canvas
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and technical team now regularly perform coverage of the Empire State Building, notably
with 400 foot-tall endangered species in Projecting Change, a
 collaboration with “Racing
Extinction” director Louie Psihoyos.24 Inspiring creative teams in the outdoor projection
field include 59 Production’s Lighting the Sails projection map of the Sydney Opera House,
storytelling both its architectural beginnings and envisioning its future.25 Upstart
independent project S
 uaveciclo stands out as the mobile, interactive projection-animation
street art by Y
 gor Marotta and Ceci Soloaga, via fully rigged tricycles.26

F
 igure 10. Emergence on the San Francisco Exploratorium, April 2013 via Obscura Digital.

Figure 11. P
 rojecting Change on the Empire State Building, August 1, 2
 015 via Obscura Digital.
24

Becket Mufson, “See 400-Foot-Tall Endangered Animals Cover The Empire State Building,” The Creators Project,
August 2, 2015,
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/see-400-foot-tall-endangered-animals-cover-the-empire-state-building
25
Sally Tabart, “Bringing The Sydney Opera House To Life With Spectacular 3D Projection Mapping”, T
 he Creators Project,
May 29, 2014,
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/bringing-the-sydney-opera-house-to-life-with-spectacular-3D-projection-mapping
26
Beckett Mufson, “Mobile Projection Tricycles Bring Animation to the Streets”, The Creators Project, O
 ctober 13, 2015,
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/bringing-the-sydney-opera-house-to-life-with-spectacular-3D-projection-mapping
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IV. Technical Execution
A. Software Synthesis for Original Content Creation & Live Compositing:
Video art post production was edited in Adobe After Effects, a visual effects and
compositing software, while sound was composed in Adobe Audition. Both outputs link
seamlessly in Premiere Pro for final assembly and export. As with video art, assembly of
3D animation and motion graphics generated in MAXON’s Cinema 4D, the 3D
modeling/animation/rendering program, followed the Adobe editing pathway. Visual
layering was achieved in experimenting with custom video textures on animated objects
to integrate the disparate dimensionalities of film and animation. Finally, I employed
VDMX, a VJ application by Vidvox, as a compositing and projection mapping tool to
physically customize the visuals to the installation space.
B. Hardware Installation:
With extensive projection equipment research and a budget supported by the
Digital Arts department, I hand-selected specifications for two 1080p native HD
resolution, 3,000 lumen digital projectors. I performed initial placement tests on ladders
to configure projection throw distance to the space. Two electric outlets had to be
added to the lobby space, before I wired the electric extension network and HDMI
communication cables along the ceiling pipes. After I outfitted both projectors with
steel mount swivel assemblies, Facilities graciously assisted with the ceiling mounting.
Electricity was routed to a 65” LCD TV screen for the lobby floor. The carpeting
strategically concealed wiring for the display, driven by a Micca ultra-portable media
player running the video art files on a SIM card.
19

V. Visualization
Digital-Driven Immersion in an Augmented Physical Environment:

Figures 12a-b. I nstallation views of ‘The Pleasures Gain Intensity When Fewer and Far Between’ in
West Gallery lobby. 9-channel video projection, 3D animation, LCD display, silicone sculpture, toy
shopping cart, aluminum chair, satin cord, microfiber bath mats, carpet, glass, steel wire, shower
hooks, q-tips, rubber gloves, tennis balls, gelatin, glycerin, gingko nuts, fire extinguisher, enamel,
safety pins, baseball bat, plastic netting, cardstock.

Entering from the south side of the Feigenbaum Center for Visual Arts, your palms
are met with a fistful of fuzzy microfiber shag, barely discernibly orange in the dim hallway.
Mongolian throat-singing chirps and bellows over your confusion at where your fingers
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should have cleanly gripped familiar brushed aluminum handles. Maybe the lurid pinks and
greens lighting up all four atrium walls, shifting to the rhythm of oscillating
computer-generated intonations, give you pause on your way to class. Or worse, you’re
doomed to wait for the elevator while wondering what the devil is going on with the
silicone tentacle-wrapped steel spirals protruding from the walls and ceiling. An aluminum
chair tightly bound to the room’s central stone pillar by red satin cord flashes vivacious
reflections back at you. Perhaps you notice the 65” flatscreen on the floor, snuggly clasped
by rubbery orange arms rising from a bed of more orange shag carpet. A warty silicone
vegetable perches limply from its mustard-yellow knit koozie, nestled around a fire-engine
red snow shovel. Stay a while, and you’ll notice more of its kind living in the dark spaces of
an upended Little Tikes shopping cart or above the gummy, pink silicone personification of
bubble wrap. If you turn to leave, you have to touch more of that disconcerting plush
fabric, which you dismayingly discover encases all door handles in the vicinity.
Maybe I’ve induced discomfort or perturbation, or I’ve even succeeded in convincing
you of the immediate need to leave. Plucky pitch shifts and otherworldly vocalizations
incite the sinister and primal out of lurid visuals designed to disorient. Harrowing
cinematography in the dark basement lockerroom bathroom benefitted from full lighting
control, as I staged colored lamps and projected my handmade graphics against polished
tile and naked forms. My material inspiration is easily evident from the videos, but the
objects lose familiarity when re-contexted to the human body and relit in the dark: strewn
long beans ensnare elongated eggplants and gangly arms; stretchy, sopping tripe (sheep’s
stomach) is repurposed as a wearable; slippery chicken feet slither up a human torso; an
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overripe jackfruit glistens, cross-sectioned and aglow in red neon against bumpy knees,
moments before ill-fated destruction on film. It is my sincere hope that viewers oblivious
to phagomimicry by sea hares (aquatic gastropods A
 plysia californica emit an ink when
threatened, which their lobster predators mistake for squid juice and attack as food
instead27) or to the deimatic adaptations common in insects, amphibians, and
cephalopods to ward off predation (i.e. sudden, startling reveal of eyespots on flattened
bodies of cuttlefish & octopi and on expanded wings of Lepidoptera a
 nd M
 antidae; rearing
threat display performance in arachnids; the frilled lizard C
 hlamydosaurus kingii’s unfurling
of its neck28), are indeed visually put off by the bacon eye mask, inflatables adrift in
color-slurry suds, food-dyed shampoos squirted over sugary sprinkles, whirring egg beater,
and mayonnaise squeegeed across a bare back.

Figures 13a-f. Deimatic displays: (A) Mountain katydid (Acripeza reticulata, Australia), image: Kate
27

Matthew Nusnbaum and Charles Derby, (2010). “Ink secretion protects sea hares by acting on the
olfactory and nonolfactory chemical senses of predatory fish”, Animal Behaviour, 79(5), 1067-1076.
28
Kate Langridge, Jussi Lehtonen, Johanna Mappes, (2015). “Deimatic Displays”, Current Biology, 25(2), pp
58-59.
22

D.L. Umbers. (B) European swallowtail (Papilio machaon, Europe), image: Christer Wiklund. (C)
Dead leaf mantis (Deroplatys longata, Asia), image: James C. O’Hanlon. (D) Four-eyed frog
(Pleurodema branchyops, South America), image: Daniel Hoops. (E) Rough-skinned newt (Taricha
granulosa, North America), image: Edmund D. Brodie III. (F) Common cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis,
Europe), images via Langridge et al., 2015.
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Figures 14a-c. S
 urprise deimatic behavioral displays signal that this female body is not for your
consumption, in ‘The Pleasures Gain Intensity When Fewer and Far Between’. A) A jackfruit
(Artocarpus heterophyllus) is slammed against a belly, otherwise camouflaged in gnarled long
beans (Vigna unguiculata sp. sesquipedalis)and slimy chicken feet. B) Fingers suddenly clench
and dig into the jackfruit as the woman spits out its flesh. C)The woman unexpectedly flings the
jackfruit on the floor and violently squishes it between her toes.

Figures 15a-b. P
 erhaps try the vegetables she leaves behind on the floor or the chicken feet she
flings to the ground for lunch instead? Phagomimetic film stills from ‘The Pleasures Gain Intensity
When Fewer and Far Between.’
24

Figures 16a-b. A
 posematism refers to coloration vividly warding of unpalatable taste, while
deimatism is a behavioral adaptation that may or may not incorporate aposematic coloring and
crucially does not require a learned response to startle a predator. For example, the top depiction
requires the viewers’ recognition that sticky, shiny shampoo and fluorescent pink rubber taste
unpleasant, while the sudden swipe of an arm in the second still would be enough to startle,
whether or not they found sprinkles suspended in green shampoo appealing.
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Figure 17. 3
 D animation arms slam against their glass containers, the gallery windows, in the
projection-mapped installation of ‘The Pleasures Gain Intensity When Fewer and Far Between.’

The aesthetic of the digital visuals had to be complemented by the design of the
physical installation, generating an augmented reality environment. After securing the
digital equipment, the remainder of the research grant funds purchased bolts of green
polyester carpeting and orange microfiber chenille bath mats. I hand cut these into
site-specific designs for the 12 x 15 x 15 ft3 space, brought them to Albany Carpet
Warehouse to be expert-trimmed in pink, and finally quilted these together with safety
pins. A hole was tailored to the TV screen for the floor. Since the fall, I had been
accumulating a collection of kitsch to populate the installation and personify the
projection visuals’ lurid anxieties. However, this collagey playground of mass-produced
26

plastics and polyesters would be incomplete without the uncanny vitality of
organically-shaped flesh tone silicone sculpture.
Development of Glycerin-Gelatin Application for Casting Silicone Soft Sculpture:
Experimenting with internet suggestions, I developed a silicone casting process
to suit my dwindling budget. Employed in the gel press printmaking process, gelatin
plates seemed to be a reproducibly affordable alternative I could adapt for moldmaking.
Rubbers, while durable with the ability to cast reproductions ad infinitum, were
financially out of reach with the ballooning complexity of my installation; fast-curing,
easy-to-use alginates were single-cast materials subject to desiccation. However, I
discovered dissolution of gelatin in a glycerin-water solution stabilized it for ideal
application as a high-flexibility, resilient mold material which could take a substantial
amount of undercut, as well as be melted down when done with it to mold something
else.
The recyclability of glycerin-treated gelatin had the advantage of less overall
material demand, compared to re-castable but non-reusable rubbers. In my
mold-making experiments, glycerin-treated gelatin also exhibited significantly less
desiccation and shrinkage next to alginate prepared with the same mixture solution.
The latter also suffered loss of mold strength integrity with the 1:1 replacement addition
of glycerin for water. Economically practical glycerin-gelatin are not without
disadvantages, however. The temperature-dependent, longer set time can be aided with
refrigeration; by the same virtue, the molds cannot be used with heat-curing casting
materials such as hot wax, resin, or metal. Glycerin-gelatin mold material even begins to
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lose integrity from the heat reaction of curing plaster, which now must be conducted in
refrigeration or outdoors in cold weather. An initial silicone sleeve layer can protect the
gelatin mold’s stability, and thus the plaster pour, as it solidifies to shape. Because
silicone cures at room temperature, it is the ideal cast material to pour into gelatin. Best
of all, lipophilic silicone is non-stick against the water-based glycerin-gelatin material,
whereas it would seamlessly fuse to other rubbers and itself without application of
heavy-duty spray release.
The glycerin-gelatin molds cured with few bubbles and a high-level of detail
transfer of the welted texture of M
 omordica charantia, Karela bitter gourd. I also applied
it to the reproduction of puckery surfaces of anaheim peppers and walnuts, as well as
the smooth pointed ends of oblong gingko nuts. Their flesh-tone silicone reincarnations
populated the playground of plastics and enamel-coated aluminum or sprouted from
the undergrowth of carpet. Protruding from wall hooks and glass terrariums suspended
from the ceiling by beaded chains of shower hooks, the soft sculptures mimicked the
programmed flimsiness in the animated arms careening into the gallery windows,
manipulated by soft-body simulation dynamics.
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VI. Reflection
Happy with the actualization of the installation environment, as involved as it
snowballed leading up to showtime, I feel this exercise greatly informed my identity and
interests as an artist. Readily, I concede that the original digital-driven direction—given
the resources of two projectors running laptop visuals with the goal of
immersiveness—would have merely yielded walls functioning as inferior,
excessively-scaled displays. I learned the valuable lesson of the precariousness of
medium-driven narrative. Technology offers powerful tools, but must not only be
matched by, but powered on strength of concept. Artful, skillful storytelling benefits
from a holistic view of one’s art practice, in a way I was never conscientious enough to
step back to consider; learning this the tough way with ‘The Pleasures…’ makes the bulk
of my past work appear overcompensatory, even if out of sheer zeal to explore new
tech. I think one has to have a well-established sense of identity as an artist to
communicate installation art with clarity, and I’m grateful to have had an opportunity
that moved me closer towards that direction.
Installation art is set design; it’s collage, it’s re-engineering context and
architecting a well-oiled machine of seamless components that executes a collective
idea with consistency; then, it ceases to exist—disassembles into ephemera. Even more
so than painting, I find it a very self-scrutinizing form of self-portraitry. The level of
micro-management possible increases greatly with scale, simultaneously with the
necessity for the discipline to step back and consider the overall effect, in constant flux
with each element you bring in. The exercise trained me in flexibility and demanded a
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passion past the point of strong convictions—where the artist must genuinely, curiously
delight in producing the work, because the process is capricious and one has to roll with
the punches where sheer will falls short.
Even though this particular installation did not incorporate the medium, I really
valued taking Advanced Painting winter term, with no prior exposure to the medium or
even an art history course. I think it was when I connected that there was staggering
context to this pillar of fine art tradition, a visual history documenting the human
condition, that it quickly consumed my existence; I threw all my energy towards a
medium that was new only to me, to the point that thesis work halted. That crisis of
artistic identity challenged me to pare down what was worthy of communicating with
the time-consuming, soul-draining, but ultimately-fulfilling creative process. I really felt
the existential weight of art and the tremendous privilege of being allowed to express a
voice in the darkness. I guess that sense of inadequacy, hardly concealing elevated
self-importance, relegates me an artist—if only a fledgling. I hope at least my video art
aesthetic became more painterly, swathed in complementary washes of light finally
informed by color theory. In both video and sculpture, I indulged in a material curiosity
with both the investigative observation of a scientist and the analytical eye of a painter.
I’m reminded of Anicka Yi’s comparison of the life’s work of science and art
running in reverse timelines: “Scientists have their hypothesis and then spend the next
20 or 30 years of their career trying to prove it, whereas artists won’t really understand
what their hypothesis was until the end of their career.” As I engage in art practice more
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and more, I begin to adjust to the thrill and stress of projects that evolve and mutate
before my very eyes. When the picture begins to de-fuzz with each small revelation,
more pieces to the grand experiment reveal themselves. This round, I pushed the
investigation of engendered consumerism further into bodily and psychological
responses to the inherent disparities beyond heteronormative gender dynamics—t o
include identity politics of economic, racial, and ideological “otherness.”
The bizarre hybrid-reality I generated functions as a collective of diversion
mechanisms against consumption by the loops of cyclic creation and destruction which
seek to simultaneously assimilate and exploit perceived “exoticism.” Conditioned with a
twisted fascination with the mass-produced, I turn attention to the implication-laden
dependence on the unsustainable, toxic, hollow, plastic, and manufactured I would
describe as national pastime. Do not underestimate the cerebrality of materialism;
especially in regards to withdrawals of excess, the neurochemical connection of
dopamine to instant gratification, external validation, and material fulfillment—as
stand-ins for self-actualization, poses a precariousness I seek to subvert. For now,
catharsis and self-preservation will suffice, as I scheme to tackle these pressing issues
in the near future.
Further Exploration:
Fittingly, this thesis investigation has prepared me for my next project: ‘ESC
Room,’ a site-specific installation for the GAME FACE show commissioned by Sweet ‘Art
at 47/49 Tanner Street Gallery in London. I will create a series of custom 16-bit GIFs
with the themes of role play, social conditioning, gender in childhood, and male
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consumption of female commodification. I hope this installation will illuminate
heteronormative gender as a construct, namely the limited, one-dimensional roles we in
media relegate females. These feminist computer graphics will play in the faces of 117
foam 6" cubes, assembling a 4' x 10' x 1' structure in an 8-bit shape with strategic
negative space to spell “esc” in the wall shadows. The blocks will engage in the motions
of a Tetris game and Rubik’s cube rotations, aided by 3D animation. GAME FACE will
open July 1st in London. I see it as my first step towards the creative development I will
need to demonstrate to an MFA program in 2 years.
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